A1 Redeye Delivery
CHERRY SKUNK ~ ID Hybrid
Cherry Skunk is an indica-dominant hybrid that combines genetics from Skunk Dawg and Poppa
Cherry. Blissful, euphoric effects settle in to help dissolve stress and bad moods, while its calming
qualities encourage rest and relaxation. This strain also provides a burst of cerebral energy and
expands the mind to feed creativity and introspection.

1/8 = $55; ¼ = $100; ½ = $190; 1OZ = $275

GRANDDADDY PURPLE ~ Indica
Granddaddy Purple (or GDP) is a famous indica cross between Purple Urkle and Big Bud. This
California staple has a complex grape and berry aroma and oversized, compact buds. GDP blooms in
shades of deep purple, a contrastive backdrop for its snow-like dusting of white crystal resin. Its
potent psychoactive effects are clearly detectable in both mind and body, delivering a fusion of
cerebral euphoria and physical relaxation. Like most heavy indica varieties, Granddaddy Purple is
typically pulled off the shelf to treat pain, stress, insomnia, appetite loss, and muscle spasms.

1/8 = $55; ¼ = $100; ½ = $190; 1OZ = $275

SUPER SILVER HAZE - Sativa
Super Silver Haze, bred by Green House Seeds, was the first prize winner at the High Times Cannabis
Cup in 1997, 1998, and 1999. It also won awards at the High Times Harvest Festival. By crossing the
genetics of Skunk, Northern Lights, and Haze, we are left with a beautiful, sticky sativa blend that
boasts an energetic, long-lasting body high. The uplifting effects are a great for high stress levels or
when suffering from a lack of appetite or nausea.

1/8 = $55; ¼ = $100; ½ = $190; 1OZ = $275

TAHOE OG KUSH ~ ID Hybrid
Tahoe OG is the perfect rainy day strain. Strong and fast-acting, you may not want to use this strain
when you’re planning to leave the house. Great for those suffering from insomnia, pain, or lack of
appetite, Tahoe OG has made a name for itself among other indicas. A top nighttime strain, it
provides an extremely lazy, heavy body sensation. Due to superb breeding, Tahoe OG embodies all of
the typical indica effects with an added euphoric, sativa-like kick. This strain features an earthy,
lemon taste, and is a phenotype of OG Kush.

1/8 = $55; ¼ = $100; ½ = $190; 1OZ = $275

GMO COOKIES ~ Indica
GMO Cookies, also known as Garlic Cookies, is a powerful indica-dominant cross between two famous
strains: Chemdog and GSC. Its Chemdawg ancestry provides a petrol smell layered with coffee and
fruit, while its GSC parentage provides a sweet and earthy flavor. GMO Cookies is celebrated for its
ability to relieve pain without putting you to bed in the process.

1/8 = $50; ¼ = $90; ½ = $140; 1OZ = $225

NORTHERN LIGHTS ~ Indica
Northern Lights stands among the most famous strains of all time, a pure indica cherished for its
resinous buds. Northern Lights has given rise to famous hybrids like Shiva Skunk and Super Silver
Haze. Rumor has it that Northern Lights first sprouted near Seattle, Washington, but was propagated
out of Holland after 1985. Northern Lights’ psychoactive effects settle in firmly throughout the body,
relaxing muscles and pacifying the mind in dreamy euphoria. Comfortable laziness allows patients to
relieve pain and sleeplessness, while its mellow contentment roots out depression and stress.

1/8 = $50; ¼ = $90; ½ = $140; 1OZ = $225

A1 Redeye Delivery
PURPLE TRAINWRECK ~ ID Hybrid
Purple Trainwreck by Humboldt Seed Organization is an indica-dominant strain that combines
genetics from Trainwreck and Mendocino Purps. Exhibiting a rich aroma of bright citrus, pine, and
lavender, this indica appeases the consumer chasing a stimulating cerebral experience anchored in
full physical relaxation.

1/8 = $50; ¼ = $90; ½ = $140; 1OZ = $225

JACK HERER ~ Sativa
Jack Herer is a sativa-dominant cannabis strain that consumers typically describe as blissful, clearheaded, and creative.
Jack Herer was created in the Netherlands in the mid-1990s, where it was later distributed by Dutch
pharmacies as a recognized medical-grade strain. Since then, the spicy, pine-scented sativa has taken
home numerous awards for its quality and potency.

1/8 = $45; ¼ = $75; ½ = $120; 1OZ = $190

L.A. CONFIDENTIAL ~ Indica
LA Confidential is known as a very popular and successful strain. Its buds have a frosty, lime green
appearance and little purple leaves. The taste is smooth and piney, with a classic skunky aroma that
does not linger for too long. Overall, LA Confidential is a well-rounded strain that delivers a fastapproaching sensation that is both psychedelic and super calming on the mind and body. For newer
patients seeking relief, LA Confidential can both lull you to sleep and treat acute pain.

1/8 = $45; ¼ = $75; ½ = $120; 1OZ = $190

PHANTOM COOKIES ~ SD Hybrid
Phantom Cookies is a sativa-dominant hybrid from Northern California that crosses a flavorful Cherry
Pie with the resin-heavy Granddaddy Purple. Its aroma is an intricate blend of earthiness and roasted
nuts, accented by sweeter notes of grape and berry. Next comes this hybrid’s crushing euphoria which
shakes the mind awake with creativity and happiness. Increase the dose and the brain and body will
be overcome with a relaxing haze that dulls nausea, stress, and pain while sharpening the appetite.

1/8 = $45; ¼ = $75; ½ = $120; 1OZ = $190

DO-SI-DO ~ Indica
Do-Si-Dos is an indica-dominant hybrid with qualities similar to its parent, Girl Scout Cookies. Its
aroma is pungent, sweet, and earthy with slight floral funkiness. These classic OG aromas blend nicely
with medical-grade body effects that lean toward the sedative side with the addition of Face Off OG
genetics. Enjoy a stoney, in-your-face buzz off the start that melts down over the body, prettifying the
consumer with relaxation that emanates outward.

1/8 = $40; ¼ = $60; ½ = $100; 1OZ = $150

HOUSE BLEND ~ Variety
A variety mix of flowers recently taken off the menu.

1/8 = $40; ¼ = $60; ½ = $100; 1OZ = $150

